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Mutle a doll 2

Obraz nie jest dostępny dlaColour: Image nie jest dostępny dlaColour: Hattoween 2]! Cieszyć się! Więcej pozycji pojawi się pod koniec roku. Stay tuned.----[b]Hattoween 2.0 to również pokaz mody! [\/b] Każdego dnia dwóch zawodników dołoży wszelkich starań, aby zaprezentować nowe przedmioty. Zwycięzca konkursu zostaje okaleczony! Zgadnij, co przegrany konkursu dostaje? Również okaleczone. To prawie jak to jest tylko ruse do zaprezentowania przedmiotów w ciekawy
sposób. [h2] Dzień 1 - 16 października[\/h2][img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/34463552\/47a287766eb7daedd80ad9f54dd706e185741c17.png[\/img][h2]Dzień 2[\/h2][img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/34463552\/1982b000d14af11b14f62a969129c7012b5b7492.png[\/img]Aby uzyskać przedmioty, odwiedź wątek dyskusje dla tego postu (patrz poniżej). [h2] Day 3[\/h2][img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/34463552\/eff1604b62eb2dc83e27e158d9fb1b464f10f9a0.png[\/img][h2]Day 4[\/h2][img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/34463552\/6c2beaf4a91b389823fbb648108eb81c84df05ac.png[\/img][h2]Day 5[\/h2][img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/34463552\/4d7983e121973f031ee306fd5d5f39619c2ed063.png[\/img][h2]Day 6[\/h2][img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/34463552\/fc91417e964cf8c4e0d72d708d4df7ee681dda76.png[\/img][h2]Day 7[\/h2][img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/34463552\/5923eb3ba676eb18c9af80ac467705aa5ba1627c.png[\/img][h2]Day 8[\/h2][img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/34463552\/184717bf3226d6de1ddf0a247bccf8a749ba29bc.png[\/img][h2]Day 9[\/h2][img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/34463552\/e129ac08224665fbc6e38f7f3c31bd3662c6539d.png[\/img][h2]Day 10[\/h2][img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/34463552\/bb832ee72a202d8483cb429d7a6e7403b57422b1.png[\/img][h2]Day 11[\/h2][img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/34463552\/5615b2fb8b9065c48c0f54d709ec49dda0bcf2e1.png[\/img][h2]Day 12[\/h2][img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/34463552\/c1feac0dc4b5e10958c728ac90129a0dc3160572.png[\/img][h2]Day 13[\/h2][img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/34463552\/1d706699a834b67694ff5c901cce988f67ed033b.png[\/img][h2]Day 14[\/h2][img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/34463552\/bf60c165923cd93b3818db7698ee95c8c908d857.png[\/img][h2]Day 15[\/h2][img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/34463552\/9c351942c3d43167ae7583f67287698b23e05a9a.png[\/img][h2]Day 16[\/h2][img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/34463552\/45e740dcadbc1fd7b889a8e943a7c20259f1719c.png[\/img] commentcount:9 ,tags:
[halloween,warsztaty,mod_reviewed,ModAct_487266167_1602893029_0,mod_require_rereview],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:5262978521344412548,event_gid:537331671711857663,voteup,,voteupcount:24,votedowncount:0},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:1602871200,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:52629752134448,rtime32_last_modified:1604267768,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:1602893027,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:
[],votes_up:24,votes_down:0,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1633040337744906295,gidfeature2:5262978521344412548},{gid:2497758102815860776,clan_steamid:103582791463984960,event_name announcement body,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[\A massive update with new items, environments, and features tailored to make content creation even
better\,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null],\localized_summary\:[\A massive update with 100+ new items, fancy environments, and major features and tweaks tailored to make content creation in the sandbox even Updatetime:1593357871,updatetime:1593357871,body:[h1]Maker Update OUT NOW! [\/h1] [img]https://\/\/i.imgur.com\/gWhwR2o.png[\/img][h2]New items[\/h2][i]Added a huge batch of simple
items to help you customize dolls and levels. [\/i] [i] They are also great for stamping, another feature added in this update (see below!) [\/i] [img]https://\/\/i.imgur.com\/xXBpEQJ.gif[\/img][list][*][b]100+ Creator Shapes[\/b][i]A large set of simple shapes that can be used to decorate and customize what you create. [\/i] [list] [*] Their hitboxes are generally as simple as as possible for performance: many visual holes are not physical holes[\/*][\/list][\/][/list][list][*][b]Creator Effects[\//b][i]Selecting
[b]wounds[\/b], [b]stains [\/b] and [b]scars[\/b] that can be used to decorate and customize any bloody mess you make. [\/i]+ [i]Set [b]lights up[\/b] to make your creations look exceptionally shiny! [\/i] [\/*] [\/list] [list] [*] [b] Maker Gadgets[\/b][i]An arsenal of gadgets that they hope useful, such as moving items or changing the behavior of drones. [\/i] [list] [*] See functionality tooltips to see what each item is doing. [\/*] [*] Some of them are variants of existing elements that are not a bit diffent,
but useful things compared to the base element. [\/*] [\/list] [\/*] [\/list] [h2] Stamps[\/h2][i]Added a long-planned function [b][Detail Tool &gt; Stamp][\/b] to stamp the graphics of any item on selected items by dragging and dropping items from the Respawn menu. [\/i] [img]https://\/\/i.imgur.com\/f8bXKC3.gif[\/img][list][*]Skin, scale, rotate, or flip an item before stamping, to change how it looks in an item (using spawn or: (Shift+)[up\/down arrows], (Shift+)[left\/right] and [Tab] menu settings
when dragging a stamp from the Spawn menu)[\/*][\/list][b]Notes:[\/b][list][*]Stamps are drawn in the drawing where wounds and other effects also appear, so they will be replaced by other gameplay effects, and can be completely cleaned by various means, such as soap[\/*][/list][list][*]Saving the effect layer [i] greatly increases the size and loading time of savings, as each precious pixel is meticulously saved. Very large items will take about forever to load stamps. [\/*] [\/list] [list] [*] You
cannot move or remove a stamp after drawing, so be sure to save frequently if you're doing something fancy[\/*][\/list][list][*]Scaling stamped items scales the visual effects layer, but the quality will be lower than scaling first,and then stamping[\/*][\/list][list][*]If the ragdoll is completely covered with armor or various objects, and the visual effects on the doll itself don't matter, so that the stainless steel doll will slightly optimize size, load time, and performance[\/*][\/list][h2]Incremental
loading[\/h2][i][b]All items in custom entries and items are now gradually loaded[\/b] to spread the load on the load. This That game will spawn new items with save each frame instead of trying to bruteforce through all of them at once and causing the game to freeze. [\/i] [img]https:///\/i.imgur.com\/XopNbtD.gif[\/img][lista][*]You can change the loading speed in [Content Menu &gt; Load Content &gt; Load Speed][\/*][*]To stop loading content in half, Reset ([Esc] by default) while doing its
thing. [\/*] [*] Joints are created in one step when all items that will still be noticeably laggy in more complex saves [\/*][*][b]There will be problems[\/b] because it is such a fundamental change. The save format has not changed, only the method of loading them, so any entries that will not be gradually loaded will be fixed, because the basic problems will be fixed after receiving the corresponding error reports. Report any issues in error reports. [\/*] [\/list] [h2] Maker Environments[\/h2]
[i]With incremental Loading, a set of records originally made available as user content by talented players was added to the game as Maker Environments to showcase them and inspire more creators to create more creatives. [\/i] [img]https://\/\/i.imgur.com\/Lz7iwa5.png[\/img][list][*]Creator environments largely work identically to save except that reset loads save instead of clearing everything. [\/*] [*] No environment content is locked, so you can modify it after loading if you want. [\/*] [*]
More will be added later. If you know of a great save that would be a good fit as an environment (unique, efficient and generally awesome), please let me know. [\/*] [\/list] Note:\u00a4 I usually credit all player creatives that are added to the game, but unfortunately souceing the original creator of multiple environments was not possible due to the often many versions by many people in the dataset that I viewed. So I went ahead and blanket-credited \talented players\. I'm sure you know
who you are. [h2] One-way links[\/h2][i]Links are now created only from the trigger to the target, as opposed to both connecting to each other and causing problems. [\/i] [i] So the connection from the button to the bulb will light it up when you press the button. Connecting the other way around won't do anything because Light bulb doesn't have a feature that uses links. [\/i] [img]https://\/\/i.imgur.com\/zd5CY0s.gif[\/img][list][*]Links now indicate their starting element with a circle at the
beginning of the link. [\/*] [*] Connecting an item to an already linked item will now delete that specific link. [\/*] [*] Scaling items now retains links correctly. [\/*] [\/list] Note:[list][*][b]This will probably spoil some things[\/b] that expect items to be related. Report any issues in error reports. [\/*] [\/list] [h2] Connections[\/h2][i]A new Details tool tab has been added [b][Detail Tool &gt; Joints][\/b]. [\/i] [img] \/uLJtwjV.png[\/img][list][*]The list contains common types and targets, as well as their when
positioned, it floats. [\/*] [*] The tab allows you to delete all connections on the selected item or hide all connections if you forgot to make them invisible during build[\/*][*]Delete individual connections by clicking them in the list. [\/*] [\/list] [b] The piston joints have been reworked[\/b][i]The way you create a connection has been reworked, so it doesn't do completely strange things all the time, it can be useful, and it can even make some sense. [\/i]
[img]https://i.\/\/i.imgur.com\/fNd1wPe.gif[\/img][list][*]This may break existing records with piston connections. Excuse me. [\/*] [*] Add engine switch in articulated menu[\/*][*]Fix piston connections created from the center of the bodywork, causing bad behavior[\/*][*]Modify the body and body limit indicator that you want to appear on both objects when you create the connection[\/*][*]Remove the break force from the common menu because the connection cannot be interrupted first[\/*]
[/list][h2]Saving improvements[\/h2][b]Visual effects for items are now saved[\/b]\u00a4, including seals, any blood and item effects such as worm holes[b]Bleeding wounds on ragdolls are now saved[\/b] (heal or cauterize before saving if you don't want to save them)[b]Buffdoll is now writable[\/b]\u00 a4\u00a4Addding:[list][*]The paste content load field now accepts valid write strings, even if they don't start with \MAD\[\/*][]Fixed saving connections failed if there are any unsaved
connections at the level[\/*][\/list]\u00a4 Dolls always save their effect layer (unless you have set Stainless via Properties) but any other elements only save your visual effects if they were stamped first to avoid bloating save size\u00a4 If you don't want to save very dirty, dirty, doll, just clean it before saving (there is power, soap, or detail tool)\u00a4\u00a4 To be able to achieve the full functionality of the doll and continue to be writable, buffdoll body parts pretend to be actually parts of
the doll's normal body, so rebirth or checking them will result in normal doll parts instead[h1]Patchnotes[\/h1](In addition to the above main features.) Gameplay:Increase different value limits:-[i] Respawn Settings[\/i]-[i] Health [i]i[\/i] Max Health[\/i]-[i] Trigger Force [i]i[\/i] Range[\/i]-[i] Linear [i]i[\/i] Angular Damping[\/i]Default doll healths to make them slightly less immediately squishy:[[i] Angular Damping[\/i]default doll healths to make them slightly less immediately squishy:[[i] code]
[i]1800[\/i] -&gt; [i]3000[\/i] Head[i]1200[\/i] -&gt; [i]2000[\/i] Torso [i]600[\/i] -&gt; [i]1500[\/i] Legs [i]600[\/i] -&gt; [i]1250[\/i] Arms [i]600[\/i] -&gt; [i]1000[\/i] Hands [i]600[\/i] -&gt; [i]1000[\/i] Feet[\/code]Add [Shift+Camera Move Move] keyboard shortcut to move currently selected items by one pixel including [Pause Settings &gt; Layers] switches to temporarily switching layer visibility when you create keys To quickly remove keys to select all linked items to select all linked items when you
double-click BodyModify Detail and Select tool so that you can select static items while pausingModify Tool shortcut Quick Delete tool so as not to delete static objects in playback modeModić tool area selection to to delete static objects (use the select tool, to select, and click to remove all)Modify the blunt impact threshold (now require a little more force and speed to deal damage)Modify the effect of speed on blunt damage by many (blunt hits are now more consistently dependent on
weight, with the speed is a small bonus top)Modify the effects of the mask layer to be slightly larger, so it includes elements properlyModify the minimum scale of rebirth up to 1% (from 5%) Modify saving to also save 0 life and duration (radius must be 1 minimum because math and detail tool will not allow you to further modify items with 0 life \/duration.) Add [Performance &gt; Maximum Collisions]Moderate collisions for maximum collisions so as not to count static-dynamic collisions
(e.g. standing dolls)Add no particle to remove existing particles using the Console Details tool Use the Console Command To use \disablepause 0\/1\, to completely disable the interruption break if you are building strange complex things and never want to remove Correct some problems with slaughter when removing itemsSmachise minimum or maximum sizes of objects that are not properly skinnedSuch as Not being able to disable your own collision events (if there are problems with
objects not doing their collisions, please report them in Error Reports Fix Camera In \/ Out keyboard shortcuts not breaking out of zoom snappingFix Vanilla property not cloning properly Correct different balls causing spawn scale problems Fix giblets not respecting blood colorFix loading all loading levels as contracts after loading contractItems :Replace different models with better optimized versions made in the latest version of MaD Lab with fancy new technologies: Hedge Trimmer,
Kosa Void, Stockless Assault, Laser Anti-Air, Makeshift Axe, Mongolian Helmet, Scrap Axe, Arc Storm, Auto Ripper, Desert Eagle, Marksman Rifle, Bane, Glory, Bass Cannon, Blast Pistol, Timekeeper, Soulstorm Bow, Jetpack, Acid Claw, Bandit's Blade, King Drone, Arctic Wolf, Magnum, Chaos, TyrfingModify icicles fail to freeze supernatural things on collisionModify Projectile Replacer to have a fairly harmless default projectile, so it won't cause problems if attached before shooting.
Modify the hints with the missile exchanger to make it more helpfulModize the sword breaker so as not to break blunt swordsModize poison Injector so that only the bullets are poisonous (previously also made of poisonous gun)Modify the light blade Szably to work with zoom, and spawn particlesModify AP Rocket does not explode if contact is set to 0Modify Earthsplitter camera shake duration to be shorterModify Oil Barrel model to make spawning more centered (does not affect
elements in existing saves)Modify Cloner (and variants) so as not to clone ignored elementsModify Hole to adopt negative trigger force values, pushing items away instead of sucking them inModify Ammo Belt and Drum Mag accept negative Trigger Force values, slow down the fire rate insteadmodify sprites not despawnModify Basket spawn on layer 2 by default, so things can be put in it more comfortablyModify Stimulant Health to go to 99999 max healthModify Toaster , Deepfryer,
Deepfryer, Woodchipper to be triggered on spawnModify Deepfryer to hiss when fryingModify Observer Visor does not display ignored element namesModify Magnet model have a layer of dragging in the middleModify Sinister Software to allow drones to target other drones when connected, and automatically weld to any drone touches (Speaker Drone functionality is still the same)Modify Morbow not to drive or damage related itemsModize repercutio's forcefield does not affect the
combined elementsFix Ammo Box layers problem (slightly affects hitbox and existing items)Fix Blood Bag healing during emptyFix Breach Shotgun shells passing through Crumblers (bullets stored in the exchanger of bullets in existing saves are not applicable)Fix Sanitizer Bottle projectiles become gasoline when projectile ReplaceredFix IV Bag collider is visibleFix Surgical Helmet erroneous collider Fix Hazard Helmet incorrect layer Fix Bionic chip resuscitation does not apply properly
on loadFix Boxing Glove launch sidewaysFix Propulsor does not wake up after starting MagnetsFix not wakes up when you attract thingsFix Magic Nail collision upgrades with the doll that equips them, and add armor to spawns to the library as \Upgrade Set\Fix Door-o-Matic-linked items not clearing their collision contacts after toggling offRemove duplicate Skate from LibraryRemove duplicate table work with LibraryMove Sinister and Paranoid Software Next To Drone Speaker in
LibrarySwitch naming scheme around triggers and their \Stop\ variants, e.g.: Trigger\ is now \Trigger Loop\ (still doing something)\Stop trigger\ is now \Trigger\ (doing something once)Environments:Modify environment menu user interface, to reduce the number of boring text buttons:environment change, wall switches and skinning have been changed to more compact iconsModize environment filler to be due to the height of the environmental filler stainlessModify (2000-&gt;1000)Modify
Auto-Wind to respect wind sliderModeize auto-wind to randomly change wind directionUse wall buttons from different environments, in which it makes no senseOptimize the cave coloring environment lightlyDetailed Tool :D sou [Functionality &gt; Trigger\/Untrigger]Move [Remove Connections] from function to tabModify Detail Tool so as not to select hidden items while focusing on something elseMode the Details tool to automatically update the user interface when more items are
added to selectionmodify detail and select tool to be able to select static elements while pausing details to redrape visual effects (they can be wildly shifted or strange, skinning before stamping is highly recommended)Fix skinning detail without respecting elements flip stateFix [Detail Tool &gt; Skin] menu is very long when minimized + maximized Detail Fix Tool clicks by button minimizing menuFix Details skinning tool not to generate replacement graphics for some elementsFix Blood
color does not appear in the tool detail skinningMisc :Modify the game to replace an existing item item so as not to spoil any common \ / loading link or body ordering tool show when trying to spawn an item that does not exist (report in error reports if you see such problems, which are not caused by their own local models)Fix Drain power does not respect the color of the blood from dollsRefactor different balls from the contact listener to their own triggersOpticize max particles
burstRespect XMLRemove Resist Drain as unused (literally did nothing)Fix saving window position causing the game to crash when started when the monitor is removed from the computer completelyUI:Fix Spawn detecting the collapse of the menu item using the wrong width (causing the elements not to spawn slightly to the right menu)Add labels tools for different buttons Delete highlighting colors from Snapping Arc in LibraryModify Mj\u00f6lnir to be searched as MjolnirFix importing
local models breaking local model management UI listModify [Spawn &gt; Skin &gt; Reset] to also deign Blood colorModify some console commands to close the console to indicate that something happenedAddy trick when settings are savedFix favorites using the key a shortcut during drag causes the item to drop back to the spawn MenuModify a custom image of the element's respawn so that it does not scale with the cameraModify library to be wider to better accommodate longer
names[h1]Known issues:[\/h1]Flipping can cause the stamp to be drawn upside down. Skinning with the Details tool after respite will probably spoil the layer of effects. Choosing multiple items will be strange when it comes to items with multiple inbound and outbound links. Not all of them are visible. Single-item selections should work fine though.,commentcount:9,tags:
[workshop,mod_reviewed,ModAct_848946987_1593360120_0],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:2574319694567772163,event_gid:2497758102815860776,voteupcount:44,votedowncount:0},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:2574319694567772163,rtime32_last_modified:1604109165,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:1593360121,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:
[],votes_up:44,votes_down:0,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1633040337744906295,gidfeature2:2574319694567772163},{gid:2174620391965967565,clan_steamid:103582791463984960,event_name:Incremental Loading Test,event_type:29,appid:665370,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1588777020,rtime32_end_time:1589644800,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561198037394173,last_update_steamid:76561198037394173,event_notes:see
announcement body,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[\Incremental loading test is now live on the Experimental branch.\ ,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null],\localized_summary\:[\Incremental loading is now live on the Experimental Experimental Load Test,posttime:1588777063,updatetime:1588777787,body:Incremental load test is now available in the experimental branch. This is a lot of work in progress, and
the full release will be later when the feature has been tested a bit more because there are so many things that are likely to reassch. [img]https://\/\/i.imgur.com\/2V6TpQk.gif[\/img][b]What is incremental loading? [\/b] The game will advise against items in multiple frames to reduce the load on loading performance. The connections and links are then loaded in one frame. [b] Why? [\/b] More complex levels will noticeably chug and even freeze the game, while trying to bruteforce everything
in one cage traditionally. Plus it looks really cool when it loads. [b] How can I test? [\/b]0) Apply via '[Steam Library &gt; Right Click MaD2 &gt; Properties &gt; Beta Tab &gt; Experimental] and verify your files.1) Load all things: Old records, new entries, custom items, slightly moist records, etc.2) Report any issues, and make sure you include a write string (paste into e.g. https:\//paste.io\/)----[b]Notes[\/b]:- Resetting while loading will stop charging and reset.- Keyboard shortcuts are
disabled while loading, as there are many ways to accidentally drift.- Unpausing while loading is now possible and custom items will not automatically pause before loading. Loading while simulating will very likely mess everything up.- Level pictured is \Traditional Japanese House\ by iFancyMan,commentcount:6,tags:
[mod_reviewed,ModAct_848946987_1588781904_0],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:2251181585631346108,event_gid:2174620391965967565,voteupcount:34,votedowncount:0},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:2251181585631346108,rtime32_last_modified:1604108326,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:1588781904,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:
[],votes_up:34,votes_down:0,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1633040337744906295,gidfeature2:2251181585631346108},{gid:2069908530524633267,clan_steamid:103582791463984960,event_name:Care Package Update,event_type:14,appid:665370,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1585735740,rtime32_end_time:1585740601,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561198037394173,last_update_steamid :76561198037394173 ,event_notes:zobacz treść
anonsu,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[\30+ elementów medycznych dodanych w obszarze [Library &gt; Care Package].\,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,\localized_summary\:[\30+ elementy medyczne dodane w ramach [Biblioteka &gt; pakiet opieki]. No wonder it's April Fool's Day, just much needed Aktualizacja pakietu,posttime:1585735790,updatetime:1585735790,body:[h1]Pakiet opieki update out
now! [\/h1] Nic dziwnego, że to primaaprilisowy, po prostu bardzo potrzebne materiały. [b]30+ przedmiotów medycznych[\/b] dodanych w obszarze [Library &gt; Care Package]. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/34463552\/5105177b163871209473638cdc65dfc26078eeba.png[\/img],commentcount:9,tags:
[mod_reviewed,ModAct_486888070_1585736606_0],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:2146469724191010682,event_gid:2069908530524633267,voteupcount:62,votedowncount:0},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:2146469724191010682,rtime32_last_modified:1604108330,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:0,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:
[],votes_up:62,votes_down:0,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1633040337744906295,gidfeature2:2146469724191010682},{gid:1685967148848134851,clan_steamid:103582791463984960,event_name:Winter Warmer Update,event_type:14,appid:665370,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1576946880,rtime32_end_time:1576951201,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561198037394173,last_update_steamid:76561198037394173,event_notes:see
announcement body,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[\Feeling cold? Chwyć zestaw pancerza i ogrzać się.\,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,\localized_summary\:\Uczucie zimna? Chwyć zestaw pancerza i ogrzać się. Aktualizacja dodaje 100-lub tak nowe kawałki pancerza i konwertuje 100 starych przedmiotów do wyposażenia Warmer update,posttime:1576946913,updatetime:1576947356,body:[img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/3446355 2\/8ef669d594e4d81884e83046806669f557970acc.png[\/img]Feeling cold? Capture the set of armor and warm up. The Winter Warmer Update adds 100 new armor elements and transforms 100 old items into armor for equipping.----[h2]Armour[\/h2][b]Add 100ish Winter Warmer armor elements[\/b][b]Convert an existing piece of armor into armor[\/b] using a self-stress system: - Update various unbalanced item models, to work better when transformed
into armor - Duplicate all models of items that have been transformed into armor from the library (so old records will not be affected.) - Obsolete old models of armor items from the library, From now on only armor will appear - Older models can still appear through the console (e.g. *hazmathelmet* vs * hazmathelmet2*)Add a bucket under [Library &gt; Home] (except bucket helmet, which is now armor)Add Fish Bowl under [Library &gt; Household] (except bowl helmet, which is now
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